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ABSTRACT
A large body of research has attempted to ensure that algorithmic
systems adhere to notions of fairness and transparency. Increasingly,
researchers have highlighted that mitigating algorithmic harms re-
quires explicitly taking power structures into account. Those with
power over algorithmic systems often fail to sufficiently address
algorithmic harms and rarely consult those directly harmed by
algorithmic systems. Left to their own devices, people respond to
algorithmic harms they encounter in a wide variety of ways, but
we lack broader, overarching understandings of these responses. In
this work, we synthesize documented, historical cases into a taxon-
omy of responses “from below” to algorithmic harm. Our taxonomy
connects different types of responses to existing theorizations of
power from fields including anthropology, human-computer inter-
action, and communication, centering how people employ, shift,
and build power in their responses to algorithmic harm. Based on
our taxonomy, we highlight an opportunity space for the FAccT
community to engage with and support such action from below.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ HCI theory, concepts and
models; Collaborative and social computing theory, concepts
and paradigms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Aiming to root out algorithmic harms, a large body of research
has attempted to ensure that algorithmic systems adhere to no-
tions of fairness and transparency. Increasingly though, researchers
have highlighted that effectively addressing harmful algorithmic
behaviors requires centering systems of power in and around al-
gorithmic systems [17, 24, 25, 77, 82, 95]. This focus is especially
important since existing structures around algorithmic systems
often fail to empower those who directly interact with and are
affected by algorithmic harm [17].

In response to such power imbalance, people affected by algo-
rithmic harm frequently adopt workarounds and counter-practices
to algorithmic systems in place. Recent research and real-world
case studies indicate that responses “from below”—i.e., from mem-
bers of the public or others without direct power to make decisions
about the design or deployment of algorithmic systems [142]—can
be effective in garnering power and working toward harm remedia-
tion [45, 85, 120, 137, 142]. For example, Twitter users who noticed,
tweeted about, and extensively worked together to test racial bias
in the platform’s image cropping algorithm succeeded in causing
Twitter to reconsider and change its use of the algorithm [120].
And after Uber and Lyft algorithmically determined inadequate
ride fares, drivers coordinated turning their apps off to feign a
driver shortage and were able to boost fares [85, 130].

While responses from below can be effective in mitigating some
algorithmic harms, actors’ structural disempowerment can limit
the effectiveness of their responses. For example, Elon Musk dis-
banded Twitter’s AI ethics team after taking over the company [41],
and rideshare companies continue to perpetuate algorithmic wage
discrimination [47]. How can we better understand the ways that
responses from below interact with power? What lessons can we
draw from past responses to empower future action from below?

In this paper, we develop a taxonomy of existing types of re-
sponses to algorithmic harms, centering actions that people take
from below in response to algorithmic harms. We focus on the
nature of the responses themselves and, where described by ac-
tors, their motivations and aims; we do not in this work attempt to
categorize the effectiveness of various responses. Our taxonomy
emphasizes how these responses from below are linked to power dy-
namics through three broad categories: “protecting” themselves by
employing their own power, typically within the context of a harm-
ful algorithmic system; “pressuring” those in control of algorithmic
systems by shifting power away from them; and “strengthening”
their capacity by building their reserves of power, enhancing their
abilities to pressure and protect. Protecting responses can lead to
mitigations more immediately, but they tend to occur within the
existing logics of algorithmic systems, which inherently limits their
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outcomes. For example, when users found Booking.com’s hotel
review algorithm problematic and acted to fix its outputs by manip-
ulating their review scores, they were constrained by fundamental
issues within the algorithm: its lowest possible output rating was
2.5, so altering inputs did not help when users wanted ratings lower
than 2.5 [51]. More widespread, systemic change often comes from
pressuring responses. For example, following worldwide protests
of unfair algorithmically generated A-level exam scores, the algo-
rithmic scores were revoked and replaced with teacher-determined
ones [101]. And people need sufficient power, which strengthening
responses build, to do any of this. For example, to escape algo-
rithmic surveillance and control, food delivery workers in China
created virtual communities that allowed them to share tactics to
better navigate food delivery platforms [129].

Based on our taxonomy of responses, we discuss opportunities
for the FAccT community to better engage with everyday peoples’
current actions in response to algorithmic harm to further amplify
actions they are already taking in productive ways. Our work identi-
fies ways that structurally disempowered people create and further
their own counterpractices intended to secure power over algorith-
mic systems. Supporting efforts from below can put those most
affected and with little systemic power in control of remediation
efforts, which can enable progress even when powerful actors like
companies fail to see worth or incentivization in working toward
algorithmic harm remediation. In addition to efforts to mitigate
harms from above (e.g., by supporting developers in assessing and
addressing issues), it is critical that the FAccT community helps
affected people defend themselves from actively harmful systems.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Harm in Algorithmic Systems
Algorithmic harm is "the adverse lived experiences resulting from
[an algorithmic] system’s deployment and operation in theworld" [119].
With the immense amount of harm produced by algorithmic sys-
tems has come considerablework aiming to understand these harms,
teasing out the distinctions around types of algorithmic harm in
order to direct algorithmic harm mitigation efforts in more fruit-
ful directions (e.g., [19, 25, 34, 111, 119, 141]). For instance, one
recent taxonomy outlines five high-level categories of algorith-
mic harm—representational, allocative, quality-of-service, interper-
sonal, and social system harms—with 20 subcategories [119].

Many efforts—in academia, industry, governmental sectors, and
beyond—have attempted to ensure that algorithmic systems ad-
here to notions of fairness in order to root out algorithmic harms
such as bias (e.g., [3, 39]). For example, a well-known distinction
between allocative and representational harms arose from research
on algorithmic bias [20, 40].

However, researchers have highlighted that we cannot produc-
tively address harmful algorithmic behaviors like bias without cen-
tering systems of power [17, 24, 25, 77, 82, 95]. For example, Miceli
et al. argue that we have not yet sufficiently centered issues of
power and explain how seeing the world through only the lenses
of bias and fairness neglects power [95]. Alkhatib similarly con-
tends that algorithmic harm derives from structural power and
thus harm reduction requires withdrawing power from algorithmic

systems [17]. In this work, we focus on power as a way to get at
issues of algorithmic harm.

2.2 Power Dynamics & Addressing Algorithmic
Harm

Throughout this paper we understand power as a multifaceted con-
cept that can emanate from multiple sources [84]. HCI researchers
have highlighted the importance of social and political theory con-
ceptualizations of power as “power-over others” and as “power-to
do” [18, 112]. We adopt these framings, focusing on the ways that
actors from below retain, maintain, and create both (1) ways to get
others to engage in actions that diminish algorithmic harms that
they encounter and (2) ways to act directly to shape their expe-
riences with algorithmic systems. Following past work on power
within and around algorithmic systems [77, 95], we focus on the
structurally influenced relationships between different groups of
people [18]. Our power-aware view enables deeper understanding
of how actors from below, responding to algorithmic harm, seek to
interact with, garner, and use power.

Organizations in charge of algorithmic systems often fail to
address algorithmic harms sufficiently of their own impetus [7, 67,
103, 131]. Frequently companies respond to concerns surrounding
algorithmic harm only when faced with significant evidence and
negative repercussions—and even then, often only provide empty
statements. For example, families who criticized Amazon’s auto-
recommendations of materials used for suicide were acknowledged
with an Amazon statement that “it made customer safety a top
concern” [67]. However, Amazon continued to sell the relevant
products, claiming they were not responsible for customers’ misuse
[131]. Clearly those affected cannot always count on organizations
to remediate harms they introduce with their algorithmic systems.
Structural power often fails to empower those who directly interact
with and are affected by algorithmic systems, rarely allowing them
input into these systems [17]. Even when everyday people are
enabled to participate in AI, rarely are they able to control decisions
themselves [38, 125].

In the face of this, collective action presents a way for people to
work toward shared goals by banding together. A significant body
of existing research examines the power of collective action to bring
about positive change and investigates the ways that researchers
can support collective action (e.g., [23, 87, 92, 106, 136, 143]). How-
ever, there are many unknowns around the best ways to employ
collective action within the context of algorithmic systems.

As such, some emerging research has investigated how to em-
power affected people in their efforts at algorithmic harm remedi-
ation. For example, Protective Optimization Technologies (POTs)
provide ways for affected parties to “correct, shift, or expose harms”
in algorithmic systems without the cooperation of service providers
[85]. Data leverage, which presents ways for people to wield their
own input data to harm or support technologies and associated
companies [137], can occur in the context of algorithmic systems.
We orient our work accordingly and consider it in line with the
notion of tactics from below in which people “build power over
technology when power has not been given” [142].
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2.3 Responses From Below to Algorithmic
Harm

Significant research investigates how users and others affected by
algorithmic systems perceive algorithmic harm (e.g., [45, 59, 90]).
For example, DeVos et al. sought to understand how users identify,
make sense of, and evaluate potentially harmful algorithmic behav-
iors [45]. In this work, we focus on steps that everyday people take
after they have perceived harm in an algorithmic system.

Recent research has revealed that people with little structural
power have unique abilities to respond to algorithmic harms [45,
85, 120, 137, 142]. With the prevalence of algorithmic harm, many
of these people’s responses can be considered forms of “everyday
resistance”, a continuous struggle implemented with "the ordinary
weapons of relatively powerless groups" [113]. We also draw on
“routine infrastructuring”, as actors work to re-appropriate and
build resilience around algorithmic systems [114]. For example, the
concept of “everyday algorithm auditing” highlights how users, in
their everyday interactions with algorithmic systems, can surface,
interrogate, and work toward remediation of harmful algorithmic
behaviors that more formal auditing methods fail to find [120].

However, we lack broader, overarching understandings of the
nature of the existing responses from below to algorithmic harm.
Some work has investigated the ways that users and others affected
respond to harmful algorithmic behaviors (e.g., [51, 85, 123, 150]).
Throughout, many questions have arisen regarding the nature of
these remediative responses from below. In this work, we start to
provide this insight, extending past literature around responses
from below such as data leverage and POTs [85, 137]. However,
instead of centering data or technologies, we center what the dis-
empowered do now to respond to algorithmic harms and how their
actions are rooted in dynamics of power.

3 POSITIONALITY STATEMENT
In this work, we attempt to understand existing efforts by disem-
powered people to respond to algorithmic harms they encounter.
As academics, we have seen and experienced the ways in which
power shapes our discourse, values, and priorities; as such, we fo-
cus here on the ways in which responses can elucidate how power
dynamics are experienced and navigated by their actors. As junior
scholars, we wield comparatively less power within academia while
holding relatively high power as researchers to influence the ways
decisions around algorithmic systems are made and considered. We
understand our position as imbued with responsibility to use our
work to shift power to others who are directly affected by algorith-
mic systems—a group that includes us, as we too have experienced
some of these systems’ harms firsthand—yet have little control over
these systems. We aim to do this in this paper by bringing together
and strengthening existing currents of thought and action around
empowering everyday people. That being said, our aspirations to
represent complexity in responses from below is limited by our
set of experiences: we are a group of non-white, multiracial, and
immigrant researchers who are nevertheless deeply conditioned
by the implicit and explicit normalization of Western culture and
hegemony where we currently live and work, even as we resist
it. As such, we look forward to the ways in which others might

expand, critique, reshape, and build on this work in ways that shift
power even more to those who currently respond from below.

4 TAXONOMY OF RESPONSES FROM BELOW
TO ALGORITHMIC HARM

In this section, we describe nine types of responses from below
to algorithmic harm, organized into five broad categories (see Ta-
ble 1). Our taxonomy centers people and captures the actions they
take from below to employ, shift, or build power in response to al-
gorithmic harms. Each subsection presents a type of response and
examines power-related strategies associated with it, using a range
of existing examples to illustrate the scope of each.

4.1 Process of Response Collection &
Categorization

Our research team gathered 96 documented cases with 169 em-
bedded responses from below that intend to remediate perceived
algorithmic harm to create our taxonomy. The collection process
started with an initial set, and expanded via iterative search of vari-
ous resources including research literature, news media, and social
media. Our cases spanned many different algorithmic domains (e.g.,
recommendation, image cropping, facial recognition) and types of
harm (e.g., financial, stereotyping, surveillance). More collection
details can be found in Appendix A.

We understand actors and actions from below as those lacking
direct power to control the design and deployment of algorithmic
systems. To emphasize power relations, we broadly refer to those
who have control over algorithmic systems as “algorithmlords”, in-
spired by past work describing “data barons” who control data and
“digital feudalism” in which tech companies behave as modern-day
feudal lords [46, 62, 76]. In the vein of [142], we understand algo-
rithmlords as those holding greater power to envision and construct
algorithmic systems, occupying positions “above” those subjugated
by their decisions, while acknowledging that relationships between
people are more complex and nuanced than this fully captures (see
[50, 69]).

We extracted and qualitatively coded responses from the cases
we gathered, then conducted a bottom-up thematic analysis with
a series of interpretation sessions on these responses. Based on
this, we grouped our responses into types of responses based on
similar responder behaviors present and, based on prior literature
on power, synthesized these into three high-level strategies, each of
which captures a different way that these responses aim to interact
with power:

Protecting strategies: ways that people responding to algorith-
mic harm act from below to directly affect their or others’ “power-
to” do [112]. Typically this occurs within the context of the algo-
rithmic platform itself and serves to make people’s interactions
with algorithmic systems safer. These responses fit into repair poli-
tics [71, 74]—that is, responses that work “through improvisations,
patches and ingenuity, together with and within algorithmic sys-
tems” [132]—and more immediately improve the experiences and
abilities of the disempowered.

Pressuring strategies: ways that people responding to algo-
rithmic harm act from below in attempts to gain “power-over”
algorithmlords [112]. These responses often have the ultimate aim
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Table 1: Types of responses (bold), their strategies that interact with power (X), and examples

Response Type ↓ Protecting Pressuring Strengthening Examples

Mitigating individual algorithmic
harms

X Changing search terms after problematic results [45],
Engaging with hidden content to amplify it [79]

Pursuing legal avenues against
algorithmic harm

X Instituting policies to reclaim AI governance [10, 55],
Litigating companies who deploy harmful algorithms [52]

Investigating potentially harmful
algorithmic behaviors further

X Researching background information [142],
Testing potential issues [120]

Refusing legitimate engagement
with harmful algorithmic systems

Impairing an algorithmic system X X Slashing tires of self-driving cars [105, 107],
Unplugging privacy-invasive cameras [64, 148]

Depriving an algorithmic system X X Logging out of Facebook [140],
Leaving data-labelling job [98]

Confusing an algorithmic system X X Mirroring, cropping, and filtering duplicate videos [145],
Downloading software that automatically clicks ads [72]

Communicating algorithmic harm
with others

“Complaining” to those with more power X X Contesting errors using a platform’s appeals system [83],
Submitting complaint to government agency [37, 42]

Publicizing algorithmic harms broadly X X Tweeting about an issue [6, 13, 54, 120],
Holding a press conference [142]

Sharing, discussing, and organizing with
others affected by the algorithmic system

X X Describing in writing where others can see [51, 120],
Creating, joining, and discussing in WeChat groups [147]

of persuading algorithmlords to make changes. However, they may
vary in their degree of forcefulness, from punishing an organiza-
tion with negative PR, to convincing an organization by flagging
issues for them to address, to forcing a company with new legal
requirements.

Strengthening strategies: ways that people build up their re-
serves of power, enhancing their future abilities to protect or pres-
sure. Strengthening also encompasses ways that actors recognize
and become better equipped to leverage their existing, often collec-
tive, power. Strengthening can help people understand the scope of
the harm they have encountered, determine what should be done
next, and gain perceived legitimacy.

We see the cases used as the basis for our taxonomy as illustrative
but not necessarily exhaustive. Responses and types of responses
commonly span multiple strategies. Additionally, due to the con-
stantly changing and emerging nature of algorithmic systems, of
their applications, of related harms, and of related responses to
these harms, we see this work as an initial exploration and invite
future researchers to expand on it. More process details can be
found in Appendix A.

4.2 Mitigating Individual Algorithmic Harms
In this type of response, people adjust their own behaviors in and
around algorithmic systems to change how the system works in a
particular circumstance, without fundamentally changing how the
algorithmic system works as a whole. We understand such actions
as protecting responses, as people employ their own abilities to
shield themselves from the harms a given algorithmic system foists
upon them. These responses parallel conceptions of technological
repair, which has been theorized as “the ongoing work of fixing
and maintaining the objects and systems around us” [71] and has

been previously applied to users addressing harmful algorithmic
behaviors [51]. Additionally, these responses can be seen as a form
of algorithmic resistance, theorized by Velkova and Kaun as ac-
tion that “takes place from within the logic of the algorithm” and
“does not deny the power of algorithms but operates within their
framework” [132].

Algorithmic harm workarounds. Sometimes people act to mitigate
individual algorithmic harms by avoiding them, creating distance
between themselves and potential harm (e.g., [104, 124]). For exam-
ple, Chinese food delivery workers chose not to follow platform-
suggested routes, instead relying on their own knowledge of faster
shortcuts [147]. In another instance, Bangladeshi users who felt
misunderstood and unreasonably censored by Western Facebook
moderation policies changed the ways that they posted—adding
English translations, combining Bengali and English letters to write,
and refraining from posting publicly [115].

Avoidance can also occur before harmful algorithmic behavior
presents. A Google Images user anticipated a heterosexual bias
in “wedding” search results and preemptively switched to use the
search term “lesbian wedding” from the start [45]. As another ex-
ample, Amazon began using AI Netradyne cameras that frequently
punished delivery drivers for unsafe driving in situations that were
not unsafe or not the driver’s fault. Some drivers responded by
driving over cautiously to preemptively avoid punishment, such
as braking “once before a stop sign for the Netradyne camera, and
another time for visibility before crossing an intersection” [65].

Instead of changing their usage to operate around harms, some
actors protect themselves by masking algorithmic harm from their
view. This can present in the form of using built-in platform affor-
dances to block certain content or people [45]. For example, TikTok
users pressed “not interested” buttons associated with content they
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did not wish to see or found violating [123], and Bangladeshi Face-
book users who saw problematic advertisements responded by
unfollowing related pages as well as muting ads using the plat-
form’s settings [117]. Other times, this masking is less supported by
platforms and their affordances. Ad blocking is a prevalent example
of this, wherein users who dislike the experiences they receive
from advertising algorithms use third-party blockers to remove the
issues from their experiences [94]. TikTok users also sometimes
protect themselves by intentionally seeking out and engaging more
with videos similar to what they want to see, in order to shape
algorithmic behavior [123].

Beyond self-protection. The workarounds above tend to protect
only the person responding. In the above examples, others can
be impacted secondarily, but these effects can be difficult to iden-
tify due to their diffuse nature. For example, if enough TikTok or
Facebook users mark a specific post as uninteresting, the recom-
mendation algorithm might deprioritize that video preemptively
on other users’ pages.

People also directly act to mitigate individual algorithmic harms
that can protect many others beyond those taking action. For ex-
ample, TikTok users who believed that the For You Page algorithm
suppressed videos with social-justice content responded by engag-
ing with apparently suppressed videos en masse: users commented,
liked, and shared these videos repeatedly in attempts to boost video
content that might have otherwise been hidden [79]. These actions
aimed to amplify content broadly on the platform, using the For
You Page algorithm to spread potentially previously suppressed
content to many other TikTok users. And social workers using
an AI tool individually adjusted and compensated for biased and
incorrect suggested child-maltreatment risk scores, with the goal
of protecting children and families [35, 80]. Similarly, Indian com-
munity health workers re-ran tests when they believed an AI app’s
diagnosis was incorrect [97].

Other times, actions to mitigate algorithmic harms may protect
a subset of users. For instance, in response to beliefs that the For
You Page algorithm suppressed videos created by people of certain
identities, such as LGBTQ+ and Black creators, some TikTok con-
tent creators with more algorithmically favored identities shared
their accounts with suppressed creators, allowing amplification
of algorithmically suppressed voices via new platforms [79]. Ad-
ditionally, some TikTok creators whose videos were suppressed
responded by simply re-uploading videos that were taken down or
by changing the aesthetics of their videos to better fit what they
believed the algorithm prioritized [79, 123]. These actions aimed
to amplify content mainly to the set of TikTok users who engaged
with a certain content creator, either an algorithmically favored
one in the former example or an algorithmically suppressed one in
the latter ones.

4.3 Pursuing Legal Avenues Against
Algorithmic Harm

In many cases, actors from below take legal action in response to
encountering algorithmic harm. In this type of response, people
attempt to leverage legal institutions to shift power away from
algorithmlords; thus, we consider these responses to be a form of
pressuring.

One way people do this is by suggesting and signing bill ini-
tiatives that aim to curb harmful algorithmic behaviors that they
have encountered. For instance, three Californians, upset with how
technology companies collect and use their personal data in algo-
rithmic systems, proposed a ballot initiative for consumer privacy
[139]. More than 600,000 other Californians signed in support of the
initiative, certifying it so that it could later pass into law [138, 139].

People also exert pressure via direct legal action against algo-
rithmlords. As one example, many business owners, believing that
Yelp algorithmically removed positive reviews from their profiles
because they did not pay for Yelp’s advertising, filed almost 700
Federal Trade Commission reports against Yelp [52, 120]. Addi-
tionally, Amazon has recently been sued for “selling suicide kits”,
or algorithmically recommending buying combinations of items
expedient for poisoning oneself, by parents of users who have died
by this method [12, 13, 67].

Finally, due to the concentration and predominance of algorithm-
lords in colonialist (often Global North) countries, entire jurisdic-
tions (often at some point colonized and/or Global South) occupy
positions of subordinate power in and around algorithmic systems.
As such, governments of these nations can respond from below
to colonialist, exclusionary algorithmic systems by creating new
policies to force algorithmlords to behave in ways less harmful to
them. Indigenous Data Sovereignty is one example of this, advocat-
ing for “the right of Indigenous peoples to control data from and
about their communities and lands, articulating both individual and
collective rights to data access and to privacy” [100]. Indigenous
groups worldwide have adopted processes and principles support-
ing this, such as the Māori in Aotearoa/New Zealand, the Sámi
in Sweden, and the Ktunaxa Nation in Canada [102]. In another
example case, much African population data must be stored in
servers outside the continent since non-African companies own
much of the data infrastructure; in response, African governmental
leaders are instituting policies to make these companies adhere to
privacy regulations and pay taxes, shifting some of the governance
to themselves [10, 49, 55, 100, 133].

4.4 Investigating Potentially Harmful
Algorithmic Behaviors Further

Another type of response from below to harmful algorithmic be-
haviors involves gathering more information about an issue. For
instance, when Rotterdam’s welfare fraud algorithm began unrea-
sonably ranking people as high risk, one affected person requested
the information contributing to their score [31]. This information
can be leveraged to add legitimacy to people’s claims and convince
other groups with more power to listen and take action as well.
As these investigations primarily help disempowered people build
power, we view this response as strengthening.

Investigation can build people’s power by helping them figure
out what to do next and legitimize their claims. For example, San
Diego residents dedicated significant effort to reading documents
related to proposed smart streetlights as a “fact-finding mission”
[142]. These people then leveraged what they had learned to refine
their arguments and ensure use of language legible to those they
engaged with [142].
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Shen, DeVos et al. introduced the concept of “everyday algorithm
auditing” to describe the process by which people “detect, under-
stand, and/or interrogate problematic machine behaviors via their
day-to-day interactions with algorithmic systems” [120]. For exam-
ple, users conducting an everyday algorithm audit of potential racial
bias in Twitter’s image cropping algorithm carried out tests and
gathered evidence around various hypotheses that they developed
[120]. This helped users assess the extent to which racial biases
were present and build up evidence that they used to push Twit-
ter for change. As reviewed in [120], numerous cases of everyday
algorithm audits have been documented in recent years.

4.5 Refusing Legitimate Engagement With
Harmful Algorithmic Systems

In another type of response to algorithmic harm, people refuse
to legitimately engage with harmful algorithmic systems. These
responses draw on concepts of Indigenous and feminist refusal [15,
121] and especially parallel refusal of various technological prac-
tices [36, 61, 149, 150]. Thus, we consider these responses to be
forms of algorithmic refusal.

Often people do this by removing some or all of themselves
from an algorithmic system’s visibility. This type of response can
be protective in the sense that it requires people to employ their
own power and, typically, limiting or eliminating true engagement
serves to expose people to fewer harms, which makes their inter-
actions safer. Additionally, this type of response can pressure by
diminishing the engagement and data that algorithmic systems can
consume. This penalizes those in charge of algorithmic systems
and shifts some power and control to people acting from below.

People can also refuse legitimate engagement by actively seeking
to impair or confuse algorithmic systems. These types of responses
serve to pressure algorithmlords, making their disapproval of a
system hard to ignore, and to protect themselves, obstructing an
algorithmic system from its typical functioning.

4.5.1 Impairing an algorithmic system. Disempowered people some-
times react to harmful algorithmic systems by attempting to render
them useless. For example, upset at being part of Waymo’s self-
driving car beta tests without their consent and at injuries these cars
had caused, Arizonan pedestrians chose to fight back in response:
they slashed the car tires and threw rocks at them [105, 107]. This
protected the actors and others in the area to some extent, as it
made self-driving cars less operable and sometimes forced humans
inside the car to override the automated driving [107]. Additionally,
this response pressured companies by making explicit the disap-
proval of potential customers. Similarly, when Amazon began using
AI-powered cameras to surveil workers, some drivers covered the
cameras with stickers so that they could no longer record, making
the affected cameras inoperable [65].

In the same vein, people have put other potentially harmful
algorithmic systems out of service. One way people do this involves
disconnecting systems or making them otherwise unable to collect
data. For example, a Carnegie Mellon University graduate student
unplugged privacy-violating sensors that had been installed in his
office without consent [64]. Similarly, before their exams, Chinese
high-school students unplugged cameras used in facial recognition
systems that monitored their behaviors during class [148]. The

students had not consented and worried about accuracy, reliability,
and bias within the system [148].

4.5.2 Depriving an algorithmic system. People sometimes refuse
legitimate engagement with algorithmic systems by withholding
needed inputs like their personal data or by removing those that
have already been submitted. “Data strikes” in which “users with-
hold their data labor from a tech company, some of the company’s
essential services will suffer, and this would then force the company
to make concessions that are desired by the public” constitute one
significantly theorized about form of this response [136]. When
done collectively, these responses aim to exert greater pressure
but retain protective effects, whereas individually these responses
protect more than they pressure.

Boycotts have been used for decades to pressure companies
by refusing to engage, typically aiming to economically stunt via
withholding money from companies. Boycotts operate similarly in
digital contexts, often by removing user presence and thus revenue-
generating ad impressions. For example, after Facebook dispropor-
tionately targeted Black users with misinformation ads, Facebook
users boycotted the platform by logging out for a week [89, 140].
This put pressure on Facebook, but it also protected users bymaking
them unable to encounter harmful Facebook ads for a time.

People can also leave harmful systems with similar aims. In one
case, African workers at Sama, which performs some of Facebook’s
outsourced content moderation, left the company because of poor
pay, poor working conditions, and poor mental health resulting
from their job functions [98]. Resigning like this mainly serves to
protect people from harmful work conditions and impacts, but it
also mildly pressured Sama by showing that some were unwilling
to work for them under current conditions.

People can also “leave” within the context of online algorithmic
systems. For instance, in her “Opt Out” project Janet Vertesi says
that deleting her Google account and ceasing use of Google-related
tools “aimed at keeping [her] and [her] family away from the evils
of data-collecting algorithmic systems” [134]. As another example,
Twitter users frustrated by algorithmic control (and new owner-
ship) responded by leaving Twitter and, in what has been called
“conscious data contribution” [135, 137], moving to Mastodon, a
platform without an algorithmic feed [127]. While these examples
have underlying elements of pressure, they primarily serve to create
safer existences online for those responding.

People can also withhold without the high commitment of en-
tirely quitting all use of a platform, often via some form of hiding
from an algorithmic system. For example, people adopt “practices of
keeping personal and private aspects of life offline, such as not shar-
ing images of young children and babies online, using encrypted
services like Signal, [...and] the adoption of anonymous social me-
dia accounts to speak to a smaller circle of confidants” [60]. People
can perform more manageable data strikes with smaller actions like
using private browsers or refusing to rate, review, or comment on
products [136]. For instance, Bangladeshi and Indian users, bothered
by targeted ads, turned off location data or changing microphone
settings for some apps on their phones to allow less access to their
data [117]. Less severe actions like this lead to less pressure felt
by companies or other targets. Responders gain some algorithmic
anonymity and freedom from data collection, but the protection is
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less complete than leaving a platform wholesale, with the trade-off
of retaining the ability to interact with the system.

4.5.3 Confusing an algorithmic system. People also refuse legiti-
mate engagement by providing false or unexpected information
to harmful algorithmic systems. One version of this is “data poi-
soning”, in which people provide “data that was created with the
intention of thwarting the technology” [137]. Similarly, “obfusca-
tion” encompasses “the deliberate addition of ambiguous, confusing,
or misleading information to interfere with surveillance and data
collection” [28].

This response often serves to obscure the personal data and be-
haviors of actors. Thus, confusing an algorithmic system can be
protective. For example, Uber and Lyft drivers found their algorith-
mically determined ride payments inadequate, so they turned off
their apps at coordinated times to feign a driver shortage and boost
fares through app price surges [85, 130]. Baidu Deliveries, Ele.me,
and Meituan delivery workers in China used similar methods, turn-
ing on work mode only at times or locations when the platform
algorithms would not give them undesirable orders [129]. Acting
individually, a user described pushing back against Facebook’s ad-
vertising “data mining bot” by randomly and inaccurately liking
pages [33]. Additionally, downloading and using some anti-tracking
browser extensions enables this: for example, AdNauseam clicks
ads automatically in the background to confuse online trackers [72].
These actions protect people from having their data collected and
used harmfully while also subtly pressuring algorithmlords by forc-
ing them to collect inaccurate data.

Confusing algorithmic systems can protect others beyond those
responding. Obfuscating data has been described as a way to reduce
algorithmic discrimination [57]. And Chinese online protesters cre-
ated hundreds of duplicate videos of events by mirroring, cropping,
and filtering them to evade algorithmic censorship [145]. As an-
other example, after Twitter algorithmically amplified the racist
hashtag “#whitelivesmatter”, Twitter-using K-Pop fans “took over
the hashtag [...] drowning out white-supremacist messages with
nonsensical or anti-racist posts” [9]. Besides protecting, these re-
sponses pressure algorithmlords by rendering their algorithmic
systems inoperable as intended.

4.6 Communicating Algorithmic HarmWith
Others

People also respond by communicating algorithmic harm with oth-
ers to protect, pressure, or strengthen. This communication resembles
past descriptions of users raising awareness about harms [45, 120].
These responses can involve communications from disempowered
people to algorithmlords, to others affected by the same algorithmic
system, or broadly to the public.

4.6.1 “Complaining” to those with more power. When people com-
municate to those with more power, like algorithmlords or members
of legal institutions, they typically raise issues in hopes that those
with more power will take action to address the conveyed harm. In
doing this, people employ their existing power to try to create safer
experiences for themselves while also putting a limited amount
of pressure on algorithmlords. “Complaining” can have negative,
patronizing connotations; we reference Ahmed’s conception of

complaints in which they can be powerful ways to change harmful
structures, and we format this type of response in quotation marks
to signal this [16].

Disempowered people have described submitting, flagging, or
reporting issues as harmful when these options are built into plat-
forms [45]. For example, YouTube creators harmed by demonetiza-
tion errors in the advertising algorithm responded by contesting
the errors using the platform’s appeals system [83]. As another
example, Wikipedia users surfaced algorithmic harms to Wikipedia
platform developers, collaborating so that developers could then
work to address the issues [66]. In these cases, people raise issues,
using means often built into an algorithmic platform or otherwise
systemically supported, to employ their own powers.

Sometimes existing pathways are nonexistent or insufficient, so
people communicate in other ways. For example, after Facebook
unreasonably restricted some Bangladeshi users’ accounts, affected
users failed to reach adequate resolution using the platform’s ap-
peals process; in response, several users asked people they knew
who worked at Facebook for help restoring their accounts [115].
And workers at Sama, mentioned previously, sent management a
list of their stipulations to improve their working conditions [98].
Voicing concerns to algorithmlords exerts light pressure: collabora-
tive convincing to make changes, or beginning what could become
a more involved and hostile process of shifting power through more
intense, forceful means.

To exert more pressure on algorithmlords, people voice concerns
about harmful algorithmic behaviors to legislators. For example,
San Diego residents, troubled by potential surveillance from a smart
streetlights program, showed up at community forums and lobbied
city council members [142]. And a worker at Plastic Forte in Ali-
cante, Spain, submitted a complaint to the Spanish data protection
agency (AEDP) after discovering that the company monitored em-
ployee working times using secret facial recognition [37, 42].

4.6.2 Publicizing algorithmic harms broadly. When communicating
issues broadly, people often aim to create bad PR for algorithmlords
and connect with others who might help support their cause. Thus,
publicizing can be viewed as both pressuring and strengthening.
These two aims feed on each other, with increased media broad-
casting leading to increased public awareness and support, which
in turn often leads to more media coverage.

This type of response can be as straightforward as posting about
encountered algorithmic harms on social media. For example, LGBTQ+
YouTubers harmed by automated video restrictions took to Twitter
to describe the issues [6, 54, 120], as did lawyer Carrie Goldberg
to share widely about Amazon’s harmful “suicide kits” [12]. And
Weibo users posted with the hashtag “#ThankGodIGraduatedAl-
ready” to spread awareness about surveillance cameras installed
in Chinese highschools [148]. This can lead to additional support,
such as through retweets on Twitter, which builds users’ power. If
the posts gain significant popularity, the media often picks up the
issues, which pressures algorithmlords.

People also publicize algorithmic harms broadly through protests.
For example, when algorithmically determined A-level exam scores
affected university admissions for students, especially those from
lower socio-economic backgrounds, in over 160 countries includ-
ing the UK and Bangladesh, students and teachers protested and
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demonstrated worldwide [8, 48, 101, 118]. This garnered significant
public support and many news outlets covered the protests, both
strengthening those affected and pressuring algorithmlords.

People also directly contact news outlets to publicize algorith-
mic harms they encountered. For example, San Diego smart street-
lights opposers planned a press conference to disseminate their
concerns [142]. And after Johanna Burai saw only light skin in
image searches for hands, she created a website and ran a media
campaign to spread awareness and create more links to her site,
pushing it higher in Google results [30, 132]. Directly contacting
media can shift power by exerting PR pressure, and the resultant
publications can help the public gain legitimacy and thus build
power.

Another way people publicize algorithmic harm broadly involves
writing longer, often more formal pieces or reports. This can further
legitimize their own arguments to the broader public, strengthen-
ing their position, and provide resources external to the system
for others. Additionally, these writings exert pressure when they
are shared and spread widely. For example, the smart streetlights
opposers created a policy report, which they also publicized by
sharing its findings with journalists [142]. And after researcher Joy
Buolamwini’s noticed facial recognition could only detect her face
with a white mask, she wrote and published a research paper about
the issues [4, 29].

4.6.3 Sharing, discussing, & organizing with others affected by the
algorithmic system. People also respond by sharing information
with others affected by the same algorithmic system. This com-
munication can aid in the formation of counterpublic spaces, or
“parallel discursive arenas” [56], like those in which users collabo-
rate and discuss potentially harmful algorithmic behaviors [120].
These spaces help similarly affected people strengthen their posi-
tions, exchanging useful knowledge and building power in numbers,
and protect themselves via the development of solidarity, which
can actively make algorithmic spaces safer for them.

Sometimes people simply convey information to others. For
example, when Booking.com users noticed the rating algorithm
calculated higher overall ratings for hotels than they intended, they
warned others about this in the text portion of their reviews [51,
120]. As another example, TikTok users saw harmful content on
their For You Pages and created videos of their own describing the
problematic elements of that content to others [123]. In these ways,
users alerted other users to harms present and tried to educate
those who might not recognize the same harms.

Beyond simply sharing information, people also discuss issues
with others affected. For example, Chinese riders for food deliv-
ery platforms created and joined small WeChat groups to develop
networks for solidarity, sharing knowledge like difficult delivery
locations [147]. And African workers at “ethical AI” company Sama
created and used a WhatsApp group to discuss traumas of mod-
eration work, low pay, lack of benefits, and unreasonable work
hours [26, 98]. In these cases, people developed mutual support to
protect themselves while discussing the nuances of an issue and
potential directions for remediation, which helps them build power.

Finally, people also organize into collectives to take action with
others, which can be used to protect themselves and pressure algo-
rithmlords. For instance, smart streetlight adversaries in San Diego

formed a coalition called TRUST San Diego to work together to
counter the smart streetlights program [142]. The Chinese food
delivery workers mentioned above used their chat groups for mu-
tual aid amongst themselves, supporting each other in ways like
informal transfers of orders to get deliveries completed on time and
the formation of unofficial unions that provide increased bargain-
ing power [26, 129, 147]. And African content moderation workers
for ChatGPT, TikTok, and Facebook formed the African Content
Moderators Union, strengthening themselves to push for better pay
and work conditions [99].

5 LIMITATIONS
Though we attempted to ensure that the responses in our taxonomy
are drawn from cases around the world, an early overrepresentation
of Global North cases suggests a bias in the field that impacts our
work despite our efforts. Regardless, differences between observed
cultures and their norms of behavior, between designers’ values
and the relevant actors’ values, and between pertinent legal sys-
tems can drastically affect how extensible a response is from one
context to another. For example, a response of public protest that
works well in one place might be much more dangerous or less
efficacious in another. Additionally, we did not try to collect undoc-
umented responses, so our analysis and taxonomy tends toward
types of responses that receive some amount of visibility or leave
some trace. Future work should explore responses from below in
additional contexts and cultures, as well as in other languages and
formats. Further, while our broad scope allowed development of an
overarching understanding of responses from below, it necessarily
abstracted awaymany specifics of individual cases, such as different
actors’ affiliations, incentives, possible actions, and complex and
diverse relationships with power like their positions in the matrix
of domination [69].

6 DISCUSSION
We have presented ways that people currently respond from below
to algorithmic harm, through a taxonomy that connects different
types of responses to existing theorizations of power. In this section,
we discuss significant challenges related to supporting responses
from below and highlight open opportunity spaces for future re-
search to better support disempowered actors and their responses
to algorithmic harm.

6.1 Burdens of Responding to Algorithmic
Harms From Below

While our work has shown the potential and power in driving
toward positive change from below, it is critical to consider the bur-
dens this can have on the actors, particularly members of marginal-
ized communities. In our work, we observed that documented re-
sponses to algorithmic harms largely come from communities af-
fected by algorithmic harm (e.g., people of color, sexual and gen-
der minorities). Thus more burdens are thrust onto members of
marginalized and underserved groups who are already more prone
to be exposed to and negatively affected by societal and algorithmic
harms [43].

These burdens can further disempower people who respond
from below. When helping other actors like industry practitioners
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to address algorithmic harm, their efforts tend to recede from view.
In addition, many types of responses burden responders with the
work of transforming and transporting knowledge between cul-
tures, known as translation work, of some kind [96]. For instance,
translation work can aim to convey the legitimacy of information
about algorithmic harms to those with greater power [128]. And
efforts to support the disempowered in responding to algorith-
mic harm can simultaneously serve to prop up existing systems of
power. For example, Turkopticon was intended to support Amazon
Mechanical Turk workers, but its public legacy emphasized the
value of design rather than the value of labor or laborers [73].

Ideally everyday people’s concerns would be valued by default,
but given the reality we see translation work as invaluable, es-
pecially when governmental institutions and actors from below
are not in sync and communication in comprehensible formats
is crucial for alignment. The FAccT community can collaborate
with everyday people affected by algorithmic systems to build tools
designed to push algorithmic complaints into view in ways that
cannot be ignored. Building on existing repositories that collect
and document real-world algorithmic harms (e.g., [1, 2]), platforms
like this could be developed with and for everyday people, focus-
ing on them as the primary users and contributors, and pressure
algorithmlords by bringing issues to the attention of policymakers
and the broader public.

To lessen the burdens of translation work on everyday people, we
see opportunities for the FAccT community both to help actors from
below most effectively frame findings from specific investigations
and to proactively shape what forms of knowledge and evidence are
understood as legitimate by powerful actors, such as algorithmlords
and policymakers. The FAccT community has opportunities to
elevate people’s complaints to ensure that they are heard and acted
on, recasting what affected people have already been saying into
forms that will be appropriately valued by those with more power
[96, 128]. In this vein, Ahmed breaks down the labor behind making
complaints legible to an institution [16].

That being said, affected people should not have the burden
of duty to surface and address issues as they arise; ideally, algo-
rithmlords should preemptively address algorithmic harms so that
affected people are not forced to take action. Changes after harm
has occurred can be insufficient: replacing algorithmically gener-
ated A-level scores after protests, as described in Section 4.6.1, still
left an “algorithmic imprint” of different scores than had the algo-
rithm never existed [48]. With policymakers, the FAccT community
could support actors from below by developing new systems and
structures that incentivize algorithmlords to proactively identify,
recognize, and address issues, and especially holding them account-
able to harms they put into production [137]. For example, the US
Federal Trade Commission recently penalized a company with a
harmful algorithmic system, forcing them to pay a fine and delete
data and related AI models [27, 81].

6.2 (Adverse) Impacts of Responses From Below
to Algorithmic Harm

Responses from below can significantly help remediate algorithmic
harms, but they can also have less desirable effects. For instance,

broadly publicizing Amazon’s harmful “suicide kit” recommenda-
tions [12] also makes more people aware of this suicide method.
Such consequences become even more challenging with the pres-
ence of bad actors who misuse responses, intentionally or not, to
algorithmic harms.

It is difficult to fully anticipate what sorts of impacts a response
from below might have down the line, especially given how expan-
sive they can be. In our research we saw these responses have both
individual and more widespread impacts. Additionally, although
we focused on more immediate effects of responses in this paper,
responses can also have significant indirect effects.

While there might not be well-defined ways to identify and elim-
inate the adverse impacts, designers and developers who aim to
empower responses from below to algorithmic harms can make
harmful misuse more difficult. For example, Fawkes is a researcher-
developed system that allows users to protect their digital images
from unwanted facial recognition by making visually imperceptible
pixel-level changes [116]. In theory, someone could use Fawkes
to impersonate someone else. But because Fawkes was designed
for avoiding identification in unauthorized models, for which most
people want to avoid being recognized, being mistakenly identified
contributes to the collective goal of obfuscation without causing
harm to individuals.. Additionally, to further retain focus on miti-
gation of algorithmic harms, designers could create tools aligned
with principles of restorative and transformative justice, making
them more difficult to redirect toward harm [110, 144].

The FAccT community might also further consider concepts of
consent and agency. We see opportunities for researchers to inves-
tigate, understand, and work toward a world in which consent and
refusal are equally viable options [22, 122]. Zong and Matias high-
light the ways in which refusal can preemptively avert harm [150];
to that end, the FAccT community should also consider their own
agency and when it might be most beneficial to not design, to not
deploy, or to declare insufficient and retract [21, 44, 70].

6.3 Obstacles Faced When Responding From
Below to Algorithmic Harms

The specific contexts of algorithmic systems present unique chal-
lenges for responses from below to succeed. It can be challenging
to pin down issues and productive directions forward due to the
opaque nature of algorithmic systems and the emergent nature of al-
gorithmic behavior in real-world use contexts [32, 58]. Additionally,
it can be unclear whom to hold accountable andwhom to contact for
recourse, due to the diffuse and debated nature of responsibility for
algorithmic behaviors [88]. Furthermore, different groups of people
have different values around algorithmic systems [75], which can
impact whether and how they respond. For some, the dynamics
of power around these systems create a view of AI as necessarily
authoritative and correct, which can lead them to take on responsi-
bility for system harms themselves and to abstain from responding
to address these harms [78, 104]. And finally, for some, entire cate-
gories of responses may be infeasible. For example, one response
we observed involves leaving an algorithmic system—which is in-
feasible for some, such as rideshare drivers whose livelihoods are
attached to the system. As highlighted by such cases, people often
lack the power to fully disengage from algorithmic systems [68].
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Algorithmic contract. Similar to theories of a social contract [91,
108], the public has found themselves within what we call an “al-
gorithmic contract” in which they have theoretically consented and
chosen to trade information about themselves and their behaviors
in exchange for the computational promise and benefits of algo-
rithmic systems. Although this algorithmic contract purports to
be an agreement between everyone, in reality it is difficult for the
public to disengage from algorithmic systems; more realistically,
the algorithmic contract is an agreement between technological
giants, in which algorithmlords with power to determine which
algorithmic systems to use, how to use them, and where to deploy
them have consented to these algorithmic systems for the rest of
society. This parallels ideas of a technocracy, in which experts are
the ruling power [53, 63], and leads to the current situation, one
rife with algorithmic harms [109]. When people attempt to take
back some control over the algorithmic systems that affect their
lives via responding from below to algorithmic harms, they do so
with few legal rights.

The FAccT community can work to improve legal protections
and rights, and thus power, of those responding from below to
algorithmic harm. We see researchers as having a responsibility
to intervene and participate in the development of policy, helping
create needed regulation that can have concrete positive impact
in specific, real-world situations [126]. For instance, researchers
could push to extend rulings like those recently won by Sandvig
and the ACLU, which increased protections for researchers and
journalists who break website terms of service to audit potentially
harmful systems [11], to cover the public and their investigations.
Researchers can also work with policymakers to create regulations
that help people leave harmful systems. For instance, the EU’s Gen-
eral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires that users consent
to data collection and stipulates users’ rights to have their personal
information erased [5]. Laws like this start to make it possible for
people to fully separate from algorithmic systems and are espe-
cially important to actors for whom leaving an algorithmic system
might be riskier. Additionally, researchers could develop and lead
more workshops, special interest groups, or other discussions (e.g.,
[14, 86, 146]) that focus on ways that policy can support people’s
responses to algorithmic harm or render the responses unnecessary
in the first place. FAccT community members can also serve as
expert advisors providing oversight and nuance for legal pathways
that shift power to help ensure that they sufficiently remediate
algorithmic harm.

We see opportunities for the FAccT community to reframe the
idea that algorithmlords or others with systemic power and exper-
tise retain control throughout the deployment of an algorithmic
system. The development of new forms of governance of algorith-
mic systems could allow for everyday people to be involved and
empowered from the start, by design.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we characterize real-world cases of responses from
below to algorithmic harm and synthesize these cases into a taxon-
omy that categorizes responses based on their behaviors and their
power-related aims. In doing so, our taxonomy offers the FAccT
community (1) a set of major types of responses from below that

future work can aim to support; and (2) a synthesis of existing the-
ories on power and actions from below in and around algorithmic
systems from fields such as anthropology, HCI, and communica-
tion. We call on FAccT community members to actively work with
affected people to empower their efforts from below to safeguard
themselves from algorithmic harm, and we present several existing
opportunities for this.
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A ADDITIONAL DETAILS ON PROCESS OF
RESPONSE COLLECTION &
CATEGORIZATION

To explore the space, we adopted a case study approach, gathering
documented historical cases of responses from below that intend
to remediate perceived algorithmic harm. We understand actors
and actions from below as those lacking direct power to make de-
cisions about the design and deployment of algorithmic systems.
To emphasize power relations, we broadly refer to those who have
control over algorithmic systems as “algorithmlords”, building on
past work describing “data barons” who control data and “digital
feudalism” in which tech companies behave as modern-day feudal
lords [46, 62, 76]. In the vein of [142], we understand algorithm-
lords as those holding greater power to envision and construct
algorithmic systems, occupying positions “above” those subjugated
by their decisions, while acknowledging that relationships and in-
teractions between people are more complex and nuanced than this
fully captures. We included cases in which the system is described
as algorithmic in the source material (making no attempt to further
define what an algorithm is [93]), the actor perceives harm from

that system and takes action in response, and the actor lacks di-
rect power to make decisions about the design or deployment of
algorithmic systems (following [142]).

We began with a set of 10 documented cases drawn from seven
past research papers that the authors were familiar with [45, 51, 52,
79, 83, 120, 137]. From our initial set of research papers, we used
both forward and backward citation chaining to find additional
examples, following relevant citations to find other cases. We also
conducted searches of research literature, news media, and social
media using combinations of relevant keywords (e.g., “algorithmic”,
“harm”, “users”, “respond”) to find additional relevant cases. Our
cases spanned many different algorithmic domains (e.g., recommen-
dation, image cropping, facial recognition) and types of harm (e.g.,
financial, stereotyping, surveillance).

While collecting cases, we also began analyzing and categorizing
the responses present in the cases we had already gathered. We
coded each case with the algorithmic harm identified by the re-
sponder(s), who was impacted, the algorithmic system, the actor(s)
responding, the response action or actions, any tools used, and if
described, the desired and actual outcomes. As a single case often in-
cluded responding in multiple ways, we extracted all the responses
from each case. We conducted a bottom-up thematic analysis with
a series of interpretation sessions on these responses and, based on
this, grouped our set of responses into types of responses based on
similar responder behaviors present, which we then synthesized
into three high-level strategies, each of which captures a different
way that these responses aim to interact with power.

Finally, based on discussions with researchers beyond our team,
we identified additional relevant cases that could inform the devel-
opment and refinement of our taxonomy. For example, Global North
locations were overrepresented in our initial set of cases. To miti-
gate this bias, we added specific responses from cases that emerged
in our discussions and from conducting additional searches that
covered other regions.

We conducted initial searches in the spring of 2022, then coded
and interpreted as already described in the Appendix. We then con-
ducted additional searches that targeted regions underrepresented
in our dataset by appending region names to the previous search
terms and identified an additional 50 responses across 26 cases,
using the criteria described above. We iteratively integrated the
cases into our categories, expanding one of our categories in the
process. Continuing our searches in 2023, we identified 19 more
responses over 11 cases that, when coded and integrated in our
analysis, did not impact the taxonomy’s structure.

In all, we collected 96 cases from 75 sources with 169 extracted
responses from below to algorithmic harm. We stopped collecting
cases when we reached saturation in our categorization: that is,
when we stopped finding examples of new types of responses. We
emphasize that we see the cases used as the basis for our taxonomy
as illustrative of the phenomenon under study, but not necessarily
exhaustive. Additionally, due to the constantly changing and emerg-
ing nature of algorithmic systems, of their applications, of related
harms, and of related responses to these harms, we see this work as
an initial exploration and invite future researchers to expand on it.
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